Introduction
Some years ago I noticed certain musical characteristics in my writingattention to the sound of the words and great concern with the movement of the form through time. I associate this convergence of how-the-words-soundthrough-time with the content in my writing to a particularly difficult lifeperiod when my body made it obvious to me that I would not survive the separation of mind and body I adroitly practiced as musician, teacher, and academic. Negotiating the inside/outside "epistemology of the closet" 1 further accentuated that mind/body split. As I listened intently, integrating the mind/ body duality to a coherent self, recognizing she knew more than I could tell, 2 I realized a single narrative strand would not satisfy the complexities and multiplicities of voice, such that since 1990 I've admitted a predilection for polyphonic writing.
3 "Why can't you just say it?" a leather-dyke sociologist once demanded. "Because it wouldn't be music if I did, and the music is reason for writing. I am looking for ways of bringing musical meaning and experience into the verbal metaphors." This is very much what Sam Abel describes as his purpose in writing about opera: I write in the first person not because I think I am a typical opera audience member or because I think there is something unique about my reactions, but because my feelings are what I know. And I write about my own experience in the hope that my feelings will resonate with those whose experience of opera is like mine -and perhaps with those who respond to opera in fundamentally different ways or with those who do not respond to it at all. 4 I must confess, also, to being aware of Elizabeth Wood's early work on Dame Ethel Smyth. Although it was purely subconscious and not intentional, I believe I have borrowed from her analysis of Smyth's struggle with the fugue as compositional form. Wood argues that Smyth composes the fugue as a musical representation of pursuit and flight, of Smyth's pursuit of a woman lover and subsequent flight. Thus, the canonical voices of the fugue musically reveal, while the overlapping texture conceals, the life in art and the art in life. 6 My most passionate concept for this particular piece was that it be a counterpoint in three voices: visual cues signifying crucial moments in the construction of specific musical identities represented through poetry, photographs, and musical scores; sound images, that is, music; and, the paper you read. As a polyphonic piece these three voices would simultaneously interweave; however, the limitations of the printed narrative prohibit. For the Border Crossings Conference, where these ideas were presented initially, I settled on a two-part counterpoint: reading an academic paper to the conference participants from behind the skirted table on the stage while showing a set of multiple images projected on the screen above. These images included photos of myself, my friends, and my family engaged in music-making; initial pages from scores of favorite pieces of music important to my performing self; and bits of poetry, prose, and theory. As well, I wore the appropriately feminine performance costume of a rather formal long dress, high heels, and make-up, in order to act the part of a female musician performing western European L'écriture au féminin: Feminist Writing ...to explore that gap between male dominant culture and an emerging culture in-the-feminine ... This was not theory about fiction, but rather... a reflexive doubling-back over the texture of the text. Where nothing, not even the "theory" escapes the poetry, the eternal rhythm (as opposed to the internal logic) of the writing. The better to break continuity (the continuity of patriarchal mythologies) into fragments in order to question syntax/context. This habit of stopping to reflect on the process within the text itself looks forward to a meaning in-the-feminine.
Mutable meaning, open-ended...
Gail Scott 5
L'écriture au féminin: Feminist WritingFiction Theory ... The lucidity of the theoretical process-in itself an intertextual process involving reading, talking, in which the words of other women play a key role-constantly prepares the way for the new risks she herself moves towards in her own fiction.
Gail Scott 7 classical art music. This one-dimensional journal article re/presentation of that performance can only approximate the conference session by presenting the academic paper and the poetry, prose and theory selections, although the latter are restrained as blocked images.
At first reading, these images may not appear to be relevant to the text proper at the moment of their insertion, yet there has been an attempt to locate the images on paper at a point similar to the time where they occurred in the conference presentation. At some point in the text these images cycle back to connect directly, because each image has been an influence, expression, experience, desire that permeates my thinking about music as I work out the issues of desire and the discourse of music education and their relations to pedagogy and what any of it has to do with music (proper). The images could be read as a more intimate, subjective, or subconscious playing with music; while the paper is the public, conscious, but not necessarily objective representation. And yet, because most of the images are published they are more crafted, more mediated, more public, more objective in status than my subject/ive ramblings in this paper. 8 In any case, I invite your participation in meaning-making through your readings and interpretations of these multiple voices in counterpoint.
The Story of Music in Drag
The story of music in drag begins a story of trouble ... in which we uncover some trouble music education is in, theoretically.
"Music Trouble" also reconstructs or re/presents some of the trouble I/we may be getting into as musicians in music and music education. Fact and fiction intertwine in "Music Trouble," as do auto/biography and analysis. In other words, the trouble is that music is a drag, the drag that is performance, a real slow drag.
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To make trouble was the reigning discourse of my childhood, something one should never do precisely because that would get one in trouble. ... Trouble is inevitable and the task, how best to make it, what best way to be in it.
Judith Butler 9 7 Scott, Space like Stairs, 47. 8 Although with its publication in this journal, this essay joins the highly mediated category of published work.
9 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: Routledge, 1990), ix.
lOlbid.
1. Slow drag the first... We were sitting in a trendy cafe on Queen Street, discussing music (the sounds of the other conversations, the muzak Brandenburg concerto, moving in and out and around from music to noise and back again). She was tall enough that her body seemed out of proportion to the bentwood chair and the too small table. In positioning herself on this crowded stage she rehearsed the tale only she could tell. Her angular features -some would call the face androgynous, the body ambiguous -her angular features accentuated the earnest tone of her voice. She was telling me about a lost dream, how much she had wanted to teach music and why she had switched her undergraduate degree concentration from music education. She was compelled to perform and she liked childrenteaching kids to play music in a band seemed the perfect vocation. But by the end of the first year of university classes, she knew it would be impossible. She had been interested in any kind of music teaching, elementary or high school, but the elementary music education classes were even more full of traditional gendered and cultural stereotypes than the secondary, and the music was of such poor quality -she didn't see how she could justify being a part of it. She had dreams of making music teaching better, but she knew she couldn't survive the teacher education project. One time a music education professor suggested she should at least wear make-up, if not a skirt, when she went to the schools -and that was not the worst of it -whatever she said or did was wrong, or at least so totally awkward and uncomfortable that the action became a scene, even if the music was right. She was out of place. The school culture couldn't acknowledge her and wouldn't recognize who she was. She considered going directly into university-level music education, but saw that location to be only slightly less restrictive than the schools, and realized, too, that first she still would be required to survive the music education degree program and school teaching. She switched to a performance major in music, hoping to find it less repressive, because, as she said, "I was the right biological sex -I mean I am female -but I was the wrong gender. There was no place for a stone butch in any aspect of the music education profession."
Her stories remained with me for some time while I wondered about what does go on in the name of music education and questioned my participation in its plot of false glamour and rectitude. As I remembered my experience of music teacher education (almost two decades prior to hers), thinking about the necessary skirts and makeup that I comfortably wore, I wondered . we stand and look from outside of this particular thought-system, neither the woman who is a sexual political object nor the man who is a sexual political subject, but ourselves, on the one hand a refusing female subject and on the other an analytically inquiring feminist subject.
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To my mind that younger butch musician certainly embodied a refusing female subject and in her trouble she moved into the analytically inquiring feminist subject, yet, inevitably, the result of her decision to leave music education hadn't troubled music education nearly as much as it troubled her. So, who's doing the real slow drag? And is there any musical truth to salvage?
2. Slow drag the second... I trace my formal music education to a desiring moment, memory, image, one that became primary in my musical life. I wanted to play the flute because Mary Jo played the flute. Mary Jo lived across the street from my family when I was in elementary school. Her hair was not quite blonde; she was not tall, but being a few years older than me, she was taller. The only song I remember hearing her play on her flute was "Clair de lune." I would later know that she hadn't even played it well: the tone was all air; the phrases choppy; the articulation heavy and inaccurate. Now, as a musician, I wouldn't call it musical; it might not even qualify for any of those carefully structured and learned classifications that constrain "classical" music. But that didn't matter back then. Mary Jo organized shows in her backyard under a big shade tree. Most often we followed her lead to create a fantastic circus, but once we imagined a ballet and another time an opera. On two 45-rpm records, I had a child's version of Tchaikovsky's A Midsummer Night's Dream that provided the accompaniment to our dancing and singing through that magical forest. A few years later my family had moved thousands of miles away and my father had taken me to the high school gym for band instrument try-outs. I knew I would play the flute, so there was no point in trying anything else. The band director attempted to get me to try the tuba -I almost died! What an embarrassing insult! How stupid! It was the wrong instrument. Mary Jo played the flute. I would play the flute. And I did.
3. Slow drag the third... I had a best friend in high school who played the flute, also. We studied with the same teacher who came in once a week from a larger city. Lou played First Chair First Desk, while I played First Chair Piccolo. We played duets for hours. Our friendship was primarily musical, so it was through the music that we made connections to other areas of our lives and made sense out of the 1960s world. Lou and I argued about everything -books, politics, religion, civil rightsexcept music.
Recently, thinking about a contemporary violent incident that occurred near our high school in the same neighborhood where we had often walked and talked about music as adolescents, I remembered the one time we got in trouble together. We snuck off to MacDonald's during lunch hour, hurrying past some unkempt apartments and through the smokers' tunnel under the railroad tracks. We got in trouble with the Dean of Women, first for leaving school, then for being tardy, and finally for walking through a poor neighborhood. But mostly we did not make trouble, mostly our friendship centered in those flowing connections made through perfect musical moments.
By this time, I also knew I would become a music teacher. That teacher image -both my mother and her mother had been elementary school teachers -was so strongly imprinted that years later I would devote considerable energy and angst to questioning the direction of my life (the inevitable trouble): Where was the integration of the refusing female subject with the analytically inquiring feminist subject? Was I merely fulfilling yet another patriarchal myth? Was there any truth to salvage from participating in these myths as an elementary music teacher? What kind of drag is this?
It would seem, by all accounts, that I was both the right sex and the right gender for music education. There had always been a definitively stereotyped place for me, first as a white, female flutist, then as an elementary music teacher and now as a professor teaching elementary music education -all properly feminized aspects of music's discipline. Female, femme -that initial desire remained hidden -but I, too, knew being not right, awkward, out of place. So, who is the right sex and who is the right gender to correctly and comfortably take up the position of music teacher?
Dragging in the Theory
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It has long troubled me that from the outside, to the uninitiated, music appears female-dominated, but from the inside, to the resisting novice or renegade 14 While it may appear that the counterpoint of images has disappeared, during the Border Crossings Conference presentation, this was the point where photographs of musical experiences were projected as a contrast, or balance, to the increasingly theoretical content of the paper. I was not able to include the photographs for publication.
On September 26 [1992] a twenty-nine-yearold black lesbian named Hattie Mae Cohens and a forty-five-year-old white gay man named Brian Mock were at home in the apartment they shared in Salem, Oregon when a group of skinheads threw a molotov cocktail into their basement and these two members of our community were burned to death.
Sarah Shulman 13
professional, music is male-dominated. Feminist musicologists work with this problem within specific contexts of particular composers, musics, histories, and so forth, but have not taken the argument far enough into the cultural process of music education. In the terms of a sociology of music, John Shepherd names this inside/outside musical paradox as one in which music reproduces industrial capitalism, while that function is denied through cultural and educational practice:
In this sense music occupies contradictory positions in the social structures of industrial capitalism that are parallel to those of women: music reaffirms the flux and concreteness of the social world at the same time that, through its categorization and packaging, it denies them.
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Now it seems music educators, those who are most concerned with the transmission process in music, are undertaking a thorough analysis of the is-it-feminine?/is-it-masculine? music puzzle. In ways similar to Shepherd, historian Vicki Eaklor places the music gender paradox in the development of the American middle-class, such that music becomes "problematic for either sex: neither masculine enough for males ... nor feminine enough for females." 16 The result of this problematic, first hinted in the music education literature by Charlene Morton and Julia Eklund Koza, 17 and simultaneously stated blatantly by musicologists, Philip Brett and Suzanne Cusick, 18 is that music is a bit queer. Further, Lucy Green, Elizabeth Gould, and Morton identify the marginalized position of music in education as a function of western duality, perpetuating a subject/object, masculine/feminine model that crudely oversimplifies diverse musical realities while masking the gendering effects. Morton suggests the precarious position of music in the schools is directly contingent with its feminized standing in western cultures. 19 Gould makes a particular point of the varied, contradictory, and shifting subject positions music teachers and music students occupy throughout music education. 20 According to Green, who examines inherent and delineated masculine/feminine genderings, we learn our gendered relationships with music, not only from wider historical, political and educational contexts, but also through musical experience itself. The operation of musical meaning as a gendered discourse occurs poignantly in the school classroom as a microcosm of the wider society.
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Using these latter ideas to critique hegemonic educational theory and elaborating on Koza's suggestion that a valuing of that which historically has been constructed as feminine, the body, is sacrificed in order to give music greater legitimacy and to represent it in ways consistent with dominant, masculinist definitions of knowing,
22
I suggest that a function of the aesthetic education approach to music education 23 has been to legitimate music in education by appealing to the paradigms of the "hard" subjects and scientific discourse. This masculinization of music education as a mechanism for ensuring its place in educational practice of late capitalist societies is congruent with the professionalization of North American education that occurred during the 1960s as a response to Sputnik. The attempt to flip music from the hyper-feminized position it occupied within the hierarchy of modern intellectual disciplines to a hyper-masculinized one, first required removing all traces of "softness" (including the body as she who makes/performs music, listens to and experiences music) and irrationality (including expressivity, emotional excess and, I think in many cases, playfulness) to be replaced with music as philosophy (logos, mind, aesthetic education), music as science (logos, mind, cognition, behavioral psychology and behaviorist educational practice) and music as master performer (logos, mind, genius).
Music as male transcendent? Well, not always. As Gould points out, the educational practices of music are more diverse than the official text, often contradictory between university/conservatory professional education and school music classroom, and the positions of subject/object status change frequently. 25 In this diversity, music is not dissimilar from other disciplines because so much pedagogy weighs heavily on what happens between students and teacher when she/he closes the classroom door. A music teacher can disrupt or reinforce hegemonic practice -and those disruptions or reinforcements can themselves be disrupted or reinforced throughout the signifying chain.
So, what kind of masquerade is this? I think there are at least two potential masquerades that create possibilities for disrupting hegemonic practice within music as educational project: one being a femme-butch aesthetic, as defined by Sue-Ellen Case, and the other being gender as drag, as discussed by Judith Butler. Both of these masquerades, when applied to music education, allow a space for understanding multiple and conflicting voices and locations without glossing these differences into either a binary opposition of male/female, or a unitary subject position. In analyzing masquerade within music education through Case and Butler, I am reaching towards understanding what aspects of a femme-butch aesthetic and gender as drag are already at play within music education, even as -or especially though -they are not acknowledged. I am wondering if some kind of recognition could serve towards getting through, or at least resisting, institutional limitations while mobilizing a capacity for change and self-determination. Simultaneously, I am very aware that both of these masquerades are problematic in the way that they can be implicated in maintaining hegemonic discourse and practice.
Case describes a butch-femme aesthetic in theater (however, I believe this aesthetic stance can be meaningful in any of the performing arts) as being one in which the performance practice, both on and off the stage, may be studied as that of a feminist subject, both inside and outside ideology, with the power to self-determine her role and her conditions on the micropolitical level.... These are not split subjects, suffering the torments of dominant ideology.
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This statement recalls Stanley's definitions of the refusing female subject and the analytically inquiring feminist subject. To this notion Case adds a relational aspect and a playfulness that propels us "not to conflict one reality with another reality, but to abandon the notion of reality" 27 to an ever-shifting stage whereon the integrated refusing female-analytically inquiring feminist subject can act upon her conditions of existence. It seems to me that this aesthetic frame is possible in music education because the parameters of that aesthetic are already active within music itself as well as in the practitioners of the art: the musicians and the teachers. That is, music proper is a feminine discipline within the academic hierarchy. Musical genius as personified in the composer or virtuoso is masculine, although his muse is feminine. 28 The music teacher of children is feminine while the master teacher of great musicians masculine. The piano teacher, choral conductor, school music teacher may be feminine, but the symphonic maestro is most assuredly masculine. The adequate teacher, the amateur musician is feminine, but the great master, the professional is masculine. Stereotypes such as these are never absolute. There are cracks in the slip-cast 29 duality; shifts in subject/object or self/other position. However, both resistance and pleasure are central to abandoning reality in a femme-butch aesthetic, so that these cracks and shifts do not constitute existential angst, but a way of stepping out. Adapting a butch-femme aesthetic to an educational project fosters awareness of being both inside and outside ideology, as well as the capability to determine for one's self which "role," as it were, one were playing. The apparently natural (heterosexual) or internal essential musical qualities and positions currently playing out would be interrogated rather than accepted without further thought.
From this vantage point it might be said that contemporary music education is not unlike carnival, an image of parody and excess, in the way "carnival refuses to surrender the critical and cultural tools of the dominant class," 30 where its limitations can be found in "carnival's complicitous place in dominant culture."
31 Like carnival at its most grotesque and complicit -or maybe even opera -music education exercises the cultural tools of the dominant class, especially those that bind the young musician into hegemonic values, such as specular, exaggerated masculinity/femininity. For example, Wayne Koestenbaum cites the ways in which vocal pedagogy "staples the singer into the family, and into all the heterosexual and procreative moralities that the 'family' as prescriptive category implies ..." 32 On the other hand, the spectacle of carnival makes a space for returning the body to musicality and musical performance, and is not limited to a male/female duality, allowing room for contradictions and ambiguity. The performance of carnival makes it possible for exaggerations, parody and excess to come into play, and yet be excused by not being recognized as "real" or "authentic."
Music in Drag dal segno... In which we slip from carnival into drag, meticulously side-stepping the real slow drag. 33 ... Carnival, drag, and femme-butch are not different names for the same actor. All three are distinct and incorporeal: they require bodies that breathe and move in order to be understood. All are theatrical: they are time-based concepts, and in this way especially relevant to the time-based qualities of music.
34 Carnival, however, does not provide the self-determination possible through the resisting femme-butch aesthetic, while drag may be implicated in (or it may be totally absent from) that aesthetic. In an operatic costume, drag may be seen as carnival, as excess, as complicitous, but drag as a performative offers potential for resistance that subverts the realm of carnival. According to Judith Butler, drag is not an imitation of a true or real gender, but the everyday theater of doing gender.
So, what if music is drag? To take Butler's proposal that gender is drag and substitute the concept of music for that of gender results in a paraphrase suggesting that if music is drag, then musical performance would become the expression and presentation of that drag. If music is drag, then talent is the illusory psychic necessity. If music is drag, musical performance becomes 33 A real slow drag is a duple meter, stylized dance (for example, Scott Joplin's Tremonisha), which then suggests consideration of issues of colonization and race in music and music education.
34The discussion of femme-butch aesthetic and drag in theater studies and cultural studies is extensive. Some of the more prominent sources include Sue-Ellen Case, Feminism and Theater (New York: Methuen, 1988 If gender is drag, and if it is an imitation that regularly produces the ideal it attempts to approximate, then gender is a performance that produces the illusion of an inner sex or essence or psychic gender core; it produces on the skin, through the gesture, the move, the gait (that array of corporeal theatrics understood as gender presentation), the illusion of an inner depth. In effect, one way that genders get naturalized is through being constructed as an inner psychic or physical necessity. And yet, it is always a surface sign, a signification on and with the public body that produces this illusion of an inner depth, necessity or essence that is somehow magically, causally expressed.
Judith Butler 35
the everyday theater that produces the illusion of talent as the naturalized inner necessity. Thus, music as drag necessitates physical bodies, even as illusion appears to be emphasized. Music as drag requires the skin, the ear, the mouth, the voice, the breath, the fingers, the gesture, the move, the gait in order to reproduce or reiterate a corporeal musicality that is ritually reinscribed in every performance. From a corporeal musicality, then, it is not too great a leap to Suzanne Cusick' s conclusion that "music is sex."
36 Since the over-riding context of this essay is music education, we're now in big trouble. Being an institution charged with public morals, education does not cope well with sex, seduction or excess. It may be that Cusick's intuitions about the western compulsion to intellectually mus j c awa y f rom the anxieties surrounding sex are not only accurate but necessary for the preservation of institutional power. It may be that the seduction and excess of music threaten the social and moral order educational institutions are called upon to preserve.
37 Perhaps this music trouble is indicative of where, how, and why the performativity of music as drag flourishes. Returning to Butler, she suggests that performativity succeeds:
only because that action echoes prior actions, and accumulates the force of authority through the repetition or citation of a prior, authoritative set of practices. What this means, then, is that a performative "works" to the extent that it draws on and covers over the constitutive conventions by which it is mobilized. In this sense, no term or statement can function performatively without the accumulating and dissimulating historicity of force.
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This indicates to me that music as drag works only when it covers its narrative tracks, dissimulating "music is sex," even as musicians draw on that intuition to construct musical meaning and pleasure. Such an accumulation/ dissimulation pattern also highlights some very real and present dangers.
Music in the Closet
These theoretical meanderings have gone around some possibilities for carnival, femme-butch and drag within music, but if we return to the opening stories, 
On Singing Women's Praises
Yes, it's true -I only know one song.
But that one song takes all the notes And lasts forever.
Carolyn Gage 39
we remember that these theoretical possibilities didn't work with real bodies: there was no place for a butch in music education and femme desire is in danger of being found out. The performative aspect of femme-butch and drag indicate a citation of the dominant in music. On the one hand, the failures of femmebutch and drag as positions of subjectivity illustrate the risks of complicity, as Butler clearly explains:
[T]his repetition is not performed by a subject; this repetition is what enables a subject and constitutes the temporal condition for the subject. This iterability implies that "performance" is not a singular "act" or event, but a ritualized production, a ritual reiterated under and through constraint, under and through the force of prohibition and taboo, with the threat of ostracism and even death controlling and compelling the shape of the production, but not... determining it fully in advance.
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On the other hand, this is the dilemma of the closet, and not entirely a matter of individual choice. One can be "out of the closet" and still constrained by it. Philip Brett discusses musicality and the closet:
For the musician in general, and particularly for the gay and lesbian musician, there is an involvement in a social contract that allows comforting deviance only at the sometimes bitter price of self-determination. ... the musician is fully caught in the erotic double-binding effect of the closet.
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Not only is the musician caught in the closet, but music is caught in the closet. In order to recognize the embodied butch, femme, drag, or carnival, music would have to see its own queerness. The threat lesbians and gays make to music education's compulsory heterosexuality 42 is too great, especially where heterosexual hyper-masculinity and heterosexual hyper-femininity dominate in pedagogical practice as a means of denying not only sexual and gender innuendo, but also cultural, ethnic, and class ambiguities. From the position of dominant ideology, for music education to allow or encourage uncovering such queer aspects of music hidden within western duality and unacknowledged gendering would be to abandon social control.
In terms of very real lives in very real bodies the consequences for embodying the musical paradox denied through cultural and educational practice are considerable. There is no right sex or right gender for music education -all genders are wrong in this context, even as all genders potentially could be right. The framing of music through the discourse of compulsory heterosexuality ensures a continuing threat to multiple sexualities, multiple subject positions, hidden behind ideals of music as self-expression and transcendence. The ambivalent physicality and irrationality of music pose a severe threat to masculine heterosexuality, such that one in that subject position must constantly demonstrate his power and masculinity, often through violence. The madonna-whore imagery for feminine heterosexuality allows no place for female competence and selfdefined artistry, leaving heterosexual women to reassure that their position proffers no threat to the musical paradigm. Both heterosexual male and female positions in music require constant reiteration of masculinity and femininity to overcome the not-masculine-enough/not-feminine-enough ambiguity of music. And because it may very well be that this malleable quality, this queerness, is exactly what attracts those of us who are not straight to music, our being "out there" threatens and underlines heterosexual anxiety in the musical paradox.
Trouble Is Inevitable
I cannot predict a revolution in music education, nor even a substantial reform. I agree with Lucy Green's description of the pedagogical situation:
Musical meaning on the one hand, teachers' and pupils' practices on the other -inseparably and complexly these combine in classrooms to make our musical, educational transactions far from innocent. This would therefore seem to be a very bleak outlook for the role of music education. If indeed stereotypical gendered musical meanings are impinging themselves in a way which reproduces the historical precedents of men's and women's musical practices, then there would not seem to be a great deal that the school can do to intervene. Any redefinition of roles and practices would seem to be blocked by the requirement of the redefinition of musical meaning itself. 45 Also, like Sarah Shulman, I can provide you with the reasons "why I am not a revolutionary," preferring acts of resistance as a method for surviving -even thriving -and finding hope in that project. 46 Green, too, is hopeful when she later says, "But it is also possible to resist through music," 47 -sometimes even by making music together, in relation. Refusing who we are (in a Foucauldian sense) in music education seems at the moment to be the most promising project, because in refusing music education it may be possible to teach a critique of music and music education, while still enjoying "the pleasures of the text." It eventually may become possible to redefine musical meaning itself. Carrying out that project through a femme-butch aesthetic as a site of resistance that abandons the notion of reality, seems to me to provide some possibility for multiple framings of pedagogy with music, through what Maria Lugones calls playfulness and world-traveling, where we may find potential for freer musical response, fulfillment, and diversion, along with more independent, authentic forms of self-creation and self-representation in relation and community.
There are "worlds" we enter at our own risk, "worlds" that have agon, conquest, and arrogance as the main ingredients in their ethos. These are "worlds" that we enter out of necessity and which would be foolish to enter playfully.
But there are "worlds" that we can travel to lovingly and traveling to them is part of loving at least some of their inhabitants. The reason why I think that traveling to someone's "world" is a way of identifying with them is because by traveling to their "world" we can understand what it is to them and what it is to be ourselves in their eyes. Only when we have traveled to each other's "worlds" are we fully subjects to each other.
Maria Lugones 48
Abstract "Music Trouble" is an experimental paper, a linear re-presentation of the multi-media performance (which included costume, poetry, photographs, and musical scores, in addition to the paper) designed for the Ottawa Border Crossings Conference. "Music Trouble" explores identity construction through music and music education, specifically in relation to issues of sexuality. Judith Butler's idea of "gender is drag" and Sue-Ellen Case's "butch-femme aesthetic" are employed in conjunction with feminist auto/biography to critique current theories and practices supporting music education.
